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Abstract 
One of the advantages of Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) tech-
niques is that they can provide link throughput, but the reliability of them 
remains to be improved. In order to improve the performance of bit error, 
based on the decomposed model of continuous phase modulation (CPM), 
combined with LDPC code and random interweaver, a scheme of joint coded 
modulation is introduced. In this paper, the model of LDPC-CPM iterative 
MIMO system is established firstly, then scheme of receiver by iterative detec-
tion realized and the decoding is proposed, finally the effect of main parame-
ters on the performance of the system is studied, which can provide the refer-
ence basis for practical application. The research results show that the pro-
posed scheme can improve channel capacity and BER performance in the 
background of extremely low SNR effectively, and give attention to both 
high-speed transmission and reliable transmission. 
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1. Introduction 

MIMO technology has been attractive in wireless communications [1] [2], com-
pared with conventional communication systems, which are called Single-Input 
Single-Output (SISO) systems, the use of multiple antennas provides means for 
simultaneous transmissions and spatial redundancy to the transmitted signals 
that helps to improve the throughput performance of MIMO over SISO [3]. 

It becomes particularly appealing when the MIMO scheme is concatenated 
with LDPC code. In the MIMO-LDPC system, based on the iterative detection 
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decoding algorithm of Turbo code can be soft information exchange to further 
improve the receiver performance. There are many researches such as [4]-[6] 
detecting based on iterative decoding algorithm of LDPC coded MIMO system 
performance theory and simulation analysis, and verifying the excellent perfor-
mance of the system. So far, the linear modulation schemes have been investi-
gated in many MIMO architectures; however, the constant envelope modulation 
formats such as CPM [7] are more suitable for implementation in wireless sys-
tem due to their high power amplifiers. Indeed, it has been focused especially on 
that extend the advantage of CPM signals to MIMO system and show high data 
rates performance [8]. In the corresponding references have studied CPM signal 
processing based on MLSD joint symbol sequence detection and the Laurent 
decomposition in MIMO system [9], and others introduced the blind signal se-
paration at the frontend of a frequency discriminator based CPM demodulator 
[10]. However, the use of advanced channel coding joint efficient modulation 
system is poorly studied. In this work, consider memory and recursive nature of 
highly efficient CPM technique, combined with external LDPC codes and ran-
dom interweaver to build a new MIMO system based on a joint coded modula-
tion scheme, moreover an iterative detection and decoding receiver is proposed. 
Finally, simulation experiments verify the performance of the designed system. 

2. Decomposition of CPM 

The transmitted baseband CPM signal is expressed as 
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where T  denotes the symbol period, sE  is the transmitted energy per symbol 
and ( ){ }1, 3, , 1m Mα ∈ ± ± ± −  denotes actually the transmitted symbol at the 
mth signal period, n  is data length, h  is the modulation index, h p q= , p  
and q  are relatively prime. ( )q t  is 
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The CPM modulation is said to be full- response if 1L =  and of partial re-
sponse if 1L > . Given as ( ) ( ), ( , ) 1t t h M t Tα ψ α πΨ = + − , 

( )( )1 2i iU Mα= + −  after simplifying and modulus 2π  operation, 
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where 0 Tτ≤ ≤ , ( )W τ  is irrelevant item. Then (1) can be written 

( ) ( )( )2, exp ,sES nT j t
T

τ α α+ = Ψ
                   (6) 

It can be seen that CPM signals can be determined by the current input nU  
and previous 1L −  input 1 1,...,n L nU U− + −  as well as their accumulation 
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∑  completely, so any CPM scheme can be divided into a  

continuous phase encoder (CPE) and a memoryless modulator (MM) [11]. 

3. System Model 

We consider a generic transmitter block diagram of MIMO system is shown in 
Figure 1 with two transmitting antennas. The space-time coding process mul-
tiplexes the coded data stream into two parallel sub-streams. And then each 
stream coded using LDPC code, the interleaving is next step. Finally, the 
space-time bits are mapped into CPM symbols. It should be note that the mod-
ulated signal cannot be interleaved because interleaving destroys the continuous 
phase property of the modulated signal. The symbols transmitted per frame can 
be represented by a matrix S  and the element ( )1, 2; 1, 2, ,ijs i j N= =   is the 
transmitting symbol on the antenna i  during the symbol period j . 

The channel is assumed to be invariant within a frame and change indepen-
dently from frame to frame, and ideal power control is considered here result in 
the received signal power is equal for all antennas. Thus the received symbols 
during a frame can be written as 

Y HS n= +                              (7) 

where channel matrix H  is composed by independent and identically distri-
buted Rayleigh fading coefficients, its elements ijh  denote the fading factors of 
the sub-channels, n  is the zero-mean complex Gaussian noise. 

4. Iterative Detection and Decoding 

The joint iterative CPM decoding and LDPC decoding algorithm can improve 
 

 
Figure 1. Transmitter block diagram. 
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the BER performance through exchange the soft information. We apply this al-
gorithm to the MIMO system and get a scheme which is shown in Figure 2. It 
can be seen that the receiver includes two iterative processes: the inner loop is 
responsible for the demodulation and decoding, outer loop provides a better es-
timation of transmitted signal for the interference canceller in each a iteration. 

MIMO detector uses a Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) detection tech-
nique, so the problem is to determine weighting matrix G  in order to minimize 

{ }2E GY S− , we have 

( )-12H H
nG H H I Hσ= +                     (8) 

In other words, the function of the G  is to reverse channel, assume that X  
is the estimation of S  and write 
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where  ( )-12H H
mmse nn H H I H nσ= + . Based on singular value decomposition 

(SVD) of the type, the noise power through detector written as 
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and times a unitary matrix will not change vector norm 2 2Vx x= , after a se-
ries of transformation, the expectations of Equation (10) is 
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At this point, the output of MMSE detector can be equivalent to each CPM 
signals from transmitting antennas through the white Gaussian noise channel 
 

 
Figure 2. Receiver block diagram. 
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which have increased the noise gain than before. We use the matched filter 
group to obtain the code word information probabilities ( ),IP C I  for inner 
loop which is shown in Figure 3. 

Contain LDPC code, interweaver and CPE as this inner loop, which CPM- 
SISO makes use of Log-MAP algorithm and LDPC-SISO adopts Log-FFT-BP 
iterative decoding algorithm. ( ),IP C I  and ( ),IP U I  respectively denote code 
word and the information probability sequence of input for CPM-SISO, 
( ),IP C O  and ( ),IP OU  as output probability sequence. In the same way, 
( ),OP IU  and ( ),OP IC  denote code word and the information probability 

sequence of input for LDPC-SISO, ( ),OP OU  and ( ),OP OC  as output proba-
bility sequence. The probability of the sequence ( ),IP OU  from sub-system 
CPM-SISO, after de-interweaving, is fed to the LDPC-SISO decoder as input in-
formation probability ( ),OP IC , then ( ),OP OC  from sub-system LDPC-SISO 
after de-interweaving, obtain information probability to input CPM-SISO. After 
some iteration of inner make loop hard decision according to the last iteration of 
( ),OP OU . 
For the last iteration ( ),IP C O  of CPM-SISO, make a hard decision and no 

de-interweaving to secondary modulation, feedback secondary modulation sig-
nal to the interference canceller. In the next iteration of the outer loop, interfe-
rence canceller provides the better input for inner loop. 

5. Simulation Results 

According to the previous sections, we have established a MMO system model at 
Rayleigh flat fading channel and assumed that perfectly known at the receiver. 
The length of each unencoded substream is equal to LDPC information bits, in-
terweavers are chosen randomly. The other parameters are illustrated in figures 
below. 

Figure 4 show that the system channel capacity increase with the number of 
antenna linearly, this paper takes the scenario which sending antenna is equal to 
receiving. In Figure 5 we compare the performance of the system for different 
numbers of receiving and transmitting antennas number. Where LDPC code 
length is 1536 bits, rate 1/2, CPM Signal form is OM2RC. We see that the per-
formance of the system improved by increasing the number of transmitting and 
receiving antennas in the background of low SNR. From the two figures, we can 
give attention to both high-speed transmission and reliable transmission. 

Figure 6 shows the BER trend along with the change of LDPC length when 
 

 
Figure 3. Block diagram of the iterative decoder. 
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Figure 4. The channel capacity with different number of antenna. 

 

 
Figure 5. BER with different number of antenna. 
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1/2. Modulation method is same as above OM2RC. As it may be seen, with the 
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Therefore, the longer the LDPC code length, the better the performance of the 
system. 

With the method of iterative decoding to optimize system performance, the 
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Figure 6. Performance of system with different LDPC length when 2*2. 

 

 
Figure 7. Performance of the system at different iteration times. 
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We compared the effect of the number of antenna, code length and iteration 
times on the combined code modulation in the 2 * 2 MIMO system emphatical-
ly. The result shows that: The system has better performance for different code 
length and iteration times than SISO, which meets the requirements for real- 
time communication channel. At last, this algorithm is complete by software, so 
it costs lower equipment, and can be simple and practical. 
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